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Introduction
Q3 and Q4 2021 have seen a boom in blockchain-based games. We saw it in the rise of Axie
Infinity, which hits major headlines globally. Many ecosystems, such as SandBox or Solana
gaming, attracted large funding rounds. With the participation of big tech, the “metaverse” is
now an everyday lingo.
As investors, we also witnessed it first hand. In the public market, gaming and metaverse
tokens were hotshots for quite a long period before losing momentum towards the year’s end.
In the private market, there have been a plethora of gaming projects raising funds, especially
coming out of developing countries in Southeast Asia where human capital in the gaming
industry is ample in amount and hungry to make the most out of this trend.
The question is how sustainable this all is and who will likely be the next winner. In this article,
we look at the current state of the market and identify some trends that will likely play out in
the upcoming time for the sector.

The Rise of the Play-to-earn concept
The current evolution of the gaming market can be traced down to Pay-to-Play (P2P),
Free-to-Play (F2P), and Play-to-earn (P2E) games. P2E existed before blockchain, but it is with
blockchain that the market can become much more sophisticated and players can have more
autonomy on their assets.
Take Axie Infinity as an example, players invest in the Axies (in-game animated NFTs), join the
game, and farm tokens, or breed more Axies. The goal is to sell tokens and NFTs for a profit.
Many thought it is “Ponzi-like”, and probably true to some extent, but a whole in-game
economy has been born out of this (check out Axie Market Place). People from developing
countries could make a decent living by playing the game, at least for a while.
When it comes to Play-to-earn, a crucial factor is the tokenomics design. In Axie’s case, and
many subsequent games, they have a dual tokens system where there is a Governance token
(eg. AXS) representing the ownership of the project with limited supply, and an in-game soft
currency (eg. SLP) with an unlimited supply. The job is to balance the dynamics between the
two. P2E games also have to think of creative ways to retain users and token holders. Staking is
an example of this where the game incentivizes users to lock up their tokens. When Axie
announced the airdrop staking of AXS in September, their token price quickly doubled.
It is not difficult to observe that P2E at its current stage is unsustainable. First, rising entrance
cost is prohibitive to new players, which totally defeated the play-to-earn purpose. Second, the
game mechanics in some of the early P2E games are fairly simple (such as buying and trading
NFT trading cards). Creating lasting “fun” is necessary. Third, since the values of in-game items
and tokens are still very much driven by the hype, they are especially risky during stressful
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market periods. Axie Infinity AXS tokens at its top reached $35B in valuation, which is equal to
the market cap of a top gaming company in the world like Electronic Arts.
In reality, we have seen a decline in Axie’s activities as we enter a risk-off period towards the
end of this year.

Source: Nansen.ai.
That being said, we think P2E will not go away anytime soon. New games will continue to be
rolled out and players, attracted to the inflationary incentives, will flock to them to make quick
cash. This is somewhat similar to the DeFi yield farming rush.
Another important reason for this trend to stay is the amount of capital lock-up in the
ecosystem. Gaming guilds (eg. YGG, Merit Circle) now have a lot of money waiting to be
distributed to the players. Simply put, these guilds are the DAOs with thousands of players as
members. Armed with a big treasury, they loan NFTs to players and train players to play. In
exchange, the guilds receive a cut of the players’ revenue (eg. 10%). Investing in these guilds
can be an interesting opportunity because it is like betting on an index of future P2E games.
Even if one game goes down, capital gets reallocated to the next hot project. Currently,
however, there are not many quality options yet aside from a small number of games like Axie
or Sandbox.
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Play-for-fun (while still earning) will be
coming
A-rated games
While A-rated gaming studios are still hesitant to join the crypto craze (eg. Steam quietly
banned crypto games on Oct 15) or facing community pushbacks (eg. the Ubisoft case), it is
probably a matter of time before we see AAA games enter this market. Games development,
economics design, and players’ community education will take some time. If existing
incumbents are not interested or are late to market, there are already meaningful early
developments from crypto-native, or crypto-focused, studios.
One example of a promising AAA title in development is Illuvium. In March 2021, Illuvium
closed its public sale with a record $90 million in volume on Balancer. In a few days, one million
tokens were sold with a starting price of $50. Fast forward 9 months later at the time of this
writing, Illuvium now sits on a $10.6B market cap valuation. This is mostly driven by the hype
around its gameplay potential and staking reward mechanism. The game itself won’t be
officially launched in a few years.

Casual Games
An emerging gaming category that could take advantage of blockchain is casual games, which
are predominantly browser-based games, that can also be played on mobile. These are usually
simple games that are fully playable on browsers. They do away with the need for complicated
installation and graphics. Within a few clicks, users can join, share the game’s link, and enjoy a
multiplayer experience. Since it is based on browsers, the games can be compatible with
existing Web3 wallets like Metamask. These games have a significantly low barrier of entry
(everyone can join) while promising to become a bridge to bring the next millions of users onto
crypto.
An example of this is Mini Royale: Nations, which is a first-person shooter game in short
matches format. Within a few months, the game has attracted over 600k monthly active users.
It is set to launch as a P2E game on Solana with on-chain inventory and currencies. Faraway,
the studio behind Mini Royale, has recently raised a total of $30 million in early-stage backing
from investors such as Lightspeed Venture Partners, a16z, and FTX.
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Mini Royale: Nations gameplay. Screenshot from the game.

Mini Royale: Nations economic system from white paper. We can see the ownership and
spending mechanism for in-game items and currencies.
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Metaverse-style games
Metaverse-style game is a category that promises to tap into the creativity of players and
composability of Blockchain. Imagine items crafted/captured in one digital world that can be
used to display, trade, or transport to another digital world. Sandbox (SAND) is an example of
this. The game itself reminds users of the Minecraft world, which attracted hundreds of millions
of players in the past.
The Sandbox ecosystem includes a marketplace for in-game NFTs and toolkits for developers
to build more games. Users can even see a map of different worlds where they can buy plots of
land and lay their claim on the Sandbox metaverse.
Similar to this is Decentraland (MANA). It is more of a digital gallery than a game where users
can buy land, explore, create their digital identity, interact with the art pieces and other users.
During the 4th quarter Metaverse craze, these Metaverse games saw a boom of activities with
influencers and big brands wanting to create their digital presence.

Example of the Land map on Sandbox.
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Decentraland experience.

NFTs Land Sales in a week in November 2021. Source: DappRadar
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Infrastructure Layer
With regards to the infrastructure layer, both general-purpose and gaming-specific blockchains
will play their role in the gaming ecosystem. The trade-off is between the availability of existing
liquidity and users versus performance constraints. Ethereum can be used to trade NFTs like
Crypto Punk, but it is computationally expensive to run a game. That is the reason why Axie
created Ronin to enable a smooth experience for gamers, and it was a success. Yet, Layer 2
technology like Immutable X can help relieve Ethereum’s performance issues soon.
Solana, being a high-performing general-purpose blockchain, is a strong contender to lead the
crypto gaming sector. It has attracted a lot of funding for gaming, such as the $100m gaming
fund in November. BSC, while being less talked about, also has a strong ecosystem, especially
in its home base in Asia. Meanwhile, other blockchains such as Polygon, Terra, Harmony, etc.
are also in the race.
Gaming-specific blockchains are also here. Efinity (EFI), a purpose-built blockchain for NFT
using Polkadot substrate, is currently doing a crowd loan to auction for a Polkadot para chain
slot. Its parent company, Enjin, recently launched a $100M Efinity Metaverse Fund to attract
builders into their ecosystem.

Conclusion
While the marriage of crypto and gaming seems natural and inevitable, we are probably still
early in the adoption curve. The sector will still need to go through more cycles. A-rated games
will take years to develop but casual games are already here and can take up a decent market
share. The future will likely be multi-platform, cross-platform games that take advantage of the
composability of blockchain technology.
With regards to investments, we want to be selective when looking at new crypto games and
pay close attention to the gameplay, tokenomics, and community engagement strategies.
Meanwhile, the infrastructure and aggregator layers, such as layer 1/2, gaming guilds, and
launchpad also represent an attractive thesis.
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